
highest-rated secondary healthcare provider.



We are here to 
the standard of 
making it  
and  for all.

Our 



More than ever, private patients are expecting a sleek and 
high-quality, digital healthcare experience.

We are the forward-thinking secondary healthcare provider  
taking private patient experiences to the next level 

Our patients love us because we provide unparalleled 
one-to-one care and support.

Our innovative technology enables us to create efficiencies, 
streamline processes and bring communication between 
all parties onto an all encompassing platform.

We work with a handpicked network of experts and facilities 
fulfilling the highest quality standards.

We’re bringing the focus back to outcomes by re-imagining 
how data can be tracked and actively used to achieve 
better results for patients.



Patient Care Adviser

We provide patients with information, options & support

Our innovative technology sets us apart from the rest 

We’re building the digital hospital of the future.

  ✔  One-to-one care from start to finish (via phone, email & Whatsapp).

  ✔   Handpicked surgeons to choose from.

  ✔   Finance options and private insurance coverage support.

  ✔   Diagnostic imaging and triage options available.

  ✔   Virtual consultations directly with our surgeons and physios.

  ✔   Seamless appointment booking and journey overview at any point.

  ✔   Instant access to educational content to empower patients.

  ✔   Patient and partner web apps enabling secure information exchange.



With Medbelle, you can be sure that your patients are 
in the best of hands.

Meet Mr Jones 
Consultant Orthopaedic 
Surgeon FRCS (Otho)

We are clinically robust 

We select the best surgeons 

  ✔  Tracking and acting on outcomes: PROMs, patient feedback & NPS scores

  ✔  Our specialists perform above the national average

  ✔  Revision rates below the national average

  ✔  Vigourous complication & complaint management 

  ✔  Experienced, UK-registered consultants

  ✔  Specialists for every sub-specialisation (knee, hip, etc)

  ✔  Highest standards of bedside manner



Medbelle is currently supporting patients for orthopaedic, 
cosmetic and ophthalmic procedures



Here’s how you can benefit by building a trusted partnership 
with Medbelle.

1 Differentiate your practice from the crowd

Patients value the personal connection and care they receive from their 
GPs. We want to be an extension of that by making secondary care a 
personal, patient-centric experience. 

2 Generate new revenue streams 

We believe in end-to-end solutions and for us that means that patient 
clinical pathways should always begin and end with the GP. Medbelle 
want to incorporate GPs into their patients’ aftercare process. 

3 Become part of the healthtech revolution 

Our software is what sets our apart from the rest. Medbelle is leading 
the way with innovative technology that will improve the management 
and experience of pathways for everyone.



Together we can offer a single, end-to-end solution.   

GP refers 
patient to Medbelle

Medbelle calls 
patient & organises
 next steps. 
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Post-recovery 

check-in  with 
GP Consultation with 

Medbelle surgeon 
& diagnostic scans

Patient books
their procedure online
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Post-operative follow-up 
with surgeon

When you refer a patient to Medbelle, they will experience a seamless journey, closing the loop with you.



How to refer your patients to Medbelle.

Your Medbelle referral card 
Contact us today for information, advice & free 

consultation bookings.

Providing simpler, smarter, more personal
healthcare for everybody.

Referring to Medbelle couldn’t be simpler, just tell the patient to 
call us on 020 3411 9171 or sign up on medbelle.com 

If you’d prefer a more integrated approach, we are happy to jump on a call and discuss a referral method 
that works best for your practice. 



We are looking for leading GP’s to join our network and  
improve the patient journey from start to finish.

Sarah O’Connell 
 Head of Patient Care

sarah@medbelle.com
Phone: +44 (0) 20 3582 2893

Dr Tarlochan S. Toor
MBA(Cantab) MSc MBBS BSc(Hons)

Chief Commercial Officer
tony@medbelle.com
+44 (0) 77 1311 5207

We would love to hear from you and set a meeting to get your feedback, answer your questions and 
discuss how you can refer your private patients to Medbelle.

mailto:sarah@medbelle.com
mailto:tony@medbelle.com


We’d like to leave you with some kind words from our patients.

Yuusuf, ACL reconstruction patient
August 2020

“Medbelle provided me with a great 
package to fix my knee problem. My 

personal advisor Anne was and is still 
very helpful with booking 

appointments and making sure 
everything is going well and according 

to plan. Medbelle has to be 
commended as first class, they will 
guide and deliver with honesty and 

Integrity. ”
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Jacob, ACL reconstruction patient
January 2021

“From our 1st phone call with 
Medbelle and continuing post 

operation the care and helpfulness 
has been excellent. The procedure 
was booked and every step of the 

way Julia at Medbelle has helped 
us. We would not hesitate to use 
Medbelle or recommend them.”


